KAUSA service centres

Training - now!

Dual education and training is a key component of Germany's economic performance. Every year over 500,000 trainees are recruited into more than 300 occupations. The varied nature of dual education and training is reflected in the wide variety questions connected with it: How does dual education and training work? How can my company participate in dual education and training? Who will actually help me to search for a training place or to find a suitable trainee? How can I support my children with vocational orientation?

As the KAUSA service centre, we are your local contact office. We offer counselling on dual training, especially to self-employed workers, young people and parents from migrant backgrounds as well as young refugees. Our aim is to support you in exploiting your opportunities in the vocational education and training system.

We work together with our network partners of vocational education and training, business, schools, and migrant organisations in your region.

Self-employed workers

- Are you interested in becoming a training company?
- Do you require information about the vocational education and training system in Germany?
- Would you like to provide vocational training in your company and are you looking for the right young person for your training place?
- Would you like to offer young refugees a training place?

Young migrants

- Would you like to start a training?
- Are you looking for the training occupation that suits you best?
- Do you need help finding a training place?

Parents

- Do you wish to help your son or daughter with their career choice?
- Do you have questions about the education and training system in Germany?
- Are you looking for a central contact point for ongoing advice?

Young refugees

- Would you like to start a training?
- Are you are asking yourself, which is the right training occupation for me?
- Do you need help finding a training place?

Further information and a local contact is available at www.jobstarter.de/KAUSA-Servicestellen
KAUSA

The aims of the national coordination office for training and migration are to recruit more self-employed workers from migrant backgrounds into vocational training, to increase participation in education and training of young people from migrant backgrounds and to inform their parents about vocational education and training. Since 2016, for young refugees, information about the dual system has been provided and education and training opportunities have been created.

KAUSA service centres – your local contact offices.

KAUSA – the coordination office for training and migration – is part of the JOBSTARTER training structure program at the Federal Institute for Vocational Education and Training. JOBSTARTER is financed from funding provided by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research and the European Social Fund.
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